THE
SIMPLE LIFE
THE MODERN-RUSTIC STYLE OF THIS SPANISH
COASTAL HOME IS THE PERFECT BACKDROP FOR ITS
OWNER'S MANY GLOBAL TREASURES

Words TALIB CHOUDHRY Photography LUIS BELTRAN

An airy sitting area in
interior designer Carlos
Serra's home combines
classic Mediterranean
colours with travel finds
Opposite: The upper
terrace overlooks Mount
Montgó’s craggy cliffs

Congo the dog in the simple
stairway. Serra wanted to
reflect the traditional local
style of house building but
with a light, bright feel
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The Spanish interior designer

Carlos Serra has long had a passion
for travel and discovering other cultures.

At his store and design studio in Valencia, Mercarder
de Indias, antique pieces from countries as diverse as Jordan,

India, Senegal and Sri Lanka are deftly combined with
contemporary furniture. Serra describes his decorating
style as ‘modern Mediterranean with global touches’,
which also perfectly sums up his coastal holiday home
in Javea, Alicante.
“The lifestyle is relaxed and it still has the feel of
being a small village although it has grown,” he says,
“The beaches are beautiful, the weather is good for
almost 10 months a year and I have been coming here
with my family since I was a kid.”
Serra has fond memories of childhood holidays with
his seven siblings in the sleepy fishing town and had
long daydreamed about having his own home there. So,
when the opportunity arose to buy a five bedroom villa
with splendid views of Mount Montgó last year, he
snapped it up, despite the fact it needed a total overhaul.
Working with a local builder, he restructured the
original 1960s property entirely, opening up internal
rooms and giving a light, modern twist to the region’s
traditional style. With cool white walls and concrete
floors, the house is perfectly suited to its Mediterranean
setting. Large windows and doors opening out to
generous terraces give it a tranquil yet uplifting feel.
During the height of the summer, sunlight blazes off the
white-washed walls, while bird song and the call of the
cicadas are the only sounds that carry on the breeze.
“I like spending time outdoors in a sunny area, and
this house has several open spaces so it was love at first
sight,” says Serra, “I think it’s important to connect with

nature, so I have tried blur the boundaries between
inside and out as much as possible.”
Sitting on the upstairs balcony it’s clear to see why;
Mount Montgó rises dramatically from the valley floors
surrounding it and dominates the skyline for miles
around. The villa’s lushly planted garden has a large
swimming pool and a stylish cabana with hanging
daybeds, making it an inviting spot to relax in the shade.
Inside, the modern-rustic aesthetic continues with a
combination of simple wooden furniture and rattan
accents. Rugs, cushions and bed covers in bright cobalt
blues soften the all-white space, while a fireplace keeps
the open-plan living area cosy on cooler evenings.
Serra has also added warmth and personality with a
selection of decorative objects, many of them picked up
at flea markets abroad.
“I find inspiration travelling and there are a lot of
pieces from my trips in the house,” he adds, “For
example, the wardrobe doors in my bedroom were
handmade by a craftsman I found in Marrakech, and I
bought the fabric for the sitting room ottoman in the
Philippines. It's made from woven pineapple leaves.”
Serra is currently working on several projects around
Spain and Morocco but heads to his home in Javea to
rest and unwind as often as possible.
“I’ve loved this place since I was a child and I always
wished that one day I would have a home here,” he says,
“Now my family come here. It’s like a dream come true.”
mercaderdeindias.com

Above and left: A textural mix of rattan weaves, carved
wood and slubby linens contribute to the modern-rustic
look in the master bedroom suite. Below: Guest
bedrooms are enlivened with cheerful blue accents.
"These colours bring back memories of holidays in
Javea when I was a child," says Serra
Opposite: The boho-chic veranda
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“I always look to create visual harmony. The sitting room is
my favourite place because it’s light, open and calm”
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The open-plan living area
has a neutral palette and
an abundance of wood
accents for relaxed feel.
Shipping the hand-carved
doors of the dresser unit
from China proved to be
one of the biggest
challenges for Serra

Clockwise from top right: The homeowner
often enjoys al fresco meals under the
shade of tree; The impressive pool
cabana has 3 metre-high panels which
were handmade in Morocco. The daybeds
(charpoy) are from India. "I cut the legs off
and hung them from the ceiling with ropes
so we swing over the pool," Serra adds

“I think it's important to connect with nature and this
house has several open spaces so it was love at first sight”
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